
By: Sarah E. Inserra

My hands get cold when I am working 
on a computer, so I decided to create 
a simple pattern for fingerless gloves 
using the looms I have.  I also have 
very small hands (more like kids size) 
so other patterns would not have 
worked.

Materials

Knitting Loom: Small gauge loom with at least 24 pegs.  Markman Farms Small Gauge 
Adjustable Double Rake was used in sample.

Yarn: Partial skein of worsted weight yarn. Caron One pound in taupe was used in 
sample.

Notions: Tapestry needle, Knitting tool, Crochet hook

Gauge: 4 stitches and 4 rows per 1”

Abbreviations:   CO: Cast on
       BO: Bind off

Pattern Notes:  My glove is 5” long and 5 ½ “ around.  You must be able to crochet BO, 
Double e-wrap CO, e-wrap, and purl stitch.  All knit stitches are done in e-wrap,

Instructions
1. CO 20 pegs (skipping corners) using a tight 

CO method, I prefer the double e-wrap 
method

2. Knit 2 pegs, Purl 2 pegs (Rib Stitch)
3. Rib Stitch 10 rows
4. The next 12 rows are done on 24 pegs, so 

when you wrap for the next row, add the 
corners (diagonals in diagram)

5. Knit off the pegs with 2 loops (the original 20 
pegs the first time, the next 11 rows will be 
done completely on 24 pegs

a. Make sure you knit a total of 12 rows on 24 pegs
6. Crochet BO 3 pegs
7. E-wrap around and add the 3 empty pegs
8. Knit off the pegs with multiple loops



9. Continue wrapping in a circular manner
10.   Knit 4 rows
11.   You will now decrease the loom back down to 20 

pegs by moving the corner loops onto the peg to it’s 
right,  do this for all 4 corners (see diagram)

12.   Rib Stitch on the 20 pegs, treating the 2 loops as 1 
for the first row

13.  Rib Stitch a total of 6 rows
14.   Crochet BO loosely, adding at least one chain between each loop that is picked 

up


